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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

People with visual impairments often rely on screen readers
when interacting with computer systems. Increasingly, these
individuals also make extensive use of voice-based virtual
assistants (VAs). We conducted a survey of 53 people who are
legally blind to identify the strengths and weaknesses of both
technologies, and the unmet opportunities at their intersection.
We learned that virtual assistants are convenient and accessible,
but lack the ability to deeply engage with content (e.g., read
beyond the frst few sentences of an article), and the ability
to get a quick overview of the landscape (e.g., list alternative
search results & suggestions). In contrast, screen readers
allow for deep engagement with content (when content is
accessible), and provide fne-grained navigation & control, but
at the cost of reduced walk-up-and-use convenience. Based on
these fndings, we implemented VERSE (Voice Exploration,
Retrieval, and SEarch), a prototype that extends a VA with
screen-reader-inspired capabilities, and allows other devices
(e.g., smartwatches) to serve as optional input accelerators.
In a usability study with 12 blind screen reader users we
found that VERSE meaningfully extended VA functionality.
Participants especially valued having access to multiple search
results and search verticals.

People with visual impairments are often early adopters of
audio-based interfaces, with screen readers being a prime
example. Screen readers work by transforming the visual
content in a graphical user interface into audio by vocalizing
on-screen text. To this end, they are an important accessibility
tool for blind computer users – so much so that every major
operating system includes screen reader functionality (e.g.,
VoiceOver1 , TalkBack2 , Narrator3 ), and there is a strong market for third-party offerings (e.g., JAWS4 , NVDA5 ). Despite
their importance, screen readers have many limitations. For
example, they are complex to master, and depend on the cooperation of content creators to provide accessible markup (e.g.,
alt text for images).
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Voice-activated virtual assistants (VAs), such as Apple’s Siri,
Amazon’s Alexa, and Microsoft’s Cortana, offer another audiobased interaction paradigm, and are mostly used for everyday
tasks such as controlling a music player, checking the weather,
and setting up reminders [47]. In addition to these household tasks, however, voice assistants are also used for generalpurpose web search and information access [31]. In contrast
to screen readers, VAs are marketed to a general audience
and are limited to shallow investigations of web content. Being profcient users of audio-based interfaces, people who
are blind often use VAs, and would beneft from broader VA
capabilities [36, 2].
In this work, we explore opportunities at the intersection of
screen readers and VAs. Through an online survey with 53
blind screen reader and VA users, we investigated the pros and
cons of searching the web using a screen reader-equipped web
browser, and when getting information from a voice assistant.
Based on these fndings, we developed VERSE (Voice Exploration, Retrieval, and SEarch) – a prototype that augments the
VA interaction model with functionality inspired by screen
1 https://www.apple.com/accessibility/mac/vision/
2 https://support.google.com/accessibility/android/answer/6283677
3 https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/accessibility/windows
4 https://www.freedomscientifc.com/Products/Blindness/JAWS
5 https://www.nvaccess.org/

readers to better support free-form, voice-based web search.
We then conducted a design probe study of VERSE, and identifed future directions for improving eyes-free informationseeking tools.
This work addresses the following research questions:
• RQ1: What challenges do blind people face when: (a)
seeking information using a search engine and a screen
reader versus (b) when using a voice assistant?
• RQ2: How might voice assistants and screen readers be
merged to confer the unique advantages of each technology?
• RQ3: How do blind web searchers feel about such hybrid
systems, and how might our prototype, VERSE, be further
improved?
In the following sections we cover prior research, the online
survey, the functionality of VERSE, and the VERSE design
probe study. We conclude by discussing the implications of
our fndings for designing next-generation technologies that
improve eyes-free web search for blind and sighted users by
bridging voice assistants and screen readers paradigms.
RELATED WORK

This work builds on several distinct threads of prior research,
as detailed below.
Web Exploration by Screen Reader Users

Accessing web content using a screen reader can be a daunting task. Though the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG 6 ) codify how creators can improve the accessibility of their content, many websites fail to adhere to these
guidelines [13, 22]. For example, Guinness et al. report that,
in 2017, alternative text was missing from 28% of the images
sampled from the top 500 websites indexed by alexa.com [22].
More generally, poor design and inaccessible content are the
leading reasons for frustration among screen reader users [27],
despite nearly two decades of web accessibility research. In
fact, many of the challenges described by Jonathan Berry in
1999 [10] are still relevant to this day [25, 14, 42]. Consequently, screen reader users learn a variety of workarounds to
access inaccessible content: they infer the roles of unlabeled
elements (e.g., buttons) by exploring the nearby elements, they
develop “recipes” for websites by memorizing their structure,
and they use keyword search to skip to relevant parts of documents [15]. Even with these mitigation strategies, comparative
analysis has shown that blind users require more time per visited web page compared to sighted users, signalling that more
accessibility research is needed to to close this gap [40, 12].
Web search engines pose additional unique challenges to
screen reader users. Sahib et al. [40] found that blind users
may encounter problems at every step of information seeking,
and showed lower levels of awareness of some search engine features such as query suggestions, spelling suggestions,
and related searches, compared to sighted users. Although
these features were accessible according to a technical defnition, using them was time consuming and cumbersome [35].
Likewise, Bigham et al. [12] found that blind participants
spent signifcantly longer on search tasks compared to sighted
6 https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/wcag/

participants, and exhibited more probing behaviour (i.e., “a
user leaves and then quickly returns to a page” [12]) showing
greater diffculty in triaging search results. Assessing trustworthiness and credibility of search sources can also pose a
problem. Abdolrahmani et al. [3, 1] found that blind users use
signifcantly different web page features from sighted users to
assess page credibility.
In this paper, our survey lends further support to these prior
fndings on web accessibility, and extends them to include
challenges encountered when using voice-activated virtual
assistants.
Novel Screen Reader Designs

Traditional screen readers provide sequential access to web
content. Stockman et al. [43] explored how this linear representation can mismatch the document’s spatial outline, contributing to high cognitive load for the user. To mitigate this
issue, prior research has explored a variety of alternative screen
reader designs [39], which we briefy outline below.
One approach is to use concurrent speech, where several
speech channels simultaneously vocalize information [21, 52].
For example, Zhu et al.’s [52] Sasayaki screen reader augments
primary output by concurrently whispering meta information
to the user.
A method for non-visual skimming presented by Ahmed et
al. [4] attempts to emulate visual “glances” that sighted people
use to roughly understand the contents of a page. Their results
suggest that such non-visual skimming and summarization
techniques can be useful for providing screen reader users
with an overview of a page.
Khurana et al. [26] created SPRITEs – a system that uses
a keyboard to map a spatial outline of the web page in an
attempt to overcome the linear nature of screen reader output.
All participants in a user evaluation completed tasks as fast as,
or faster than, with their regular screen reader.
Another approach, employed by Gadde et al. [20], uses crowdsourcing methods to identify key semantic parts of a page.
They developed DASX – a system that transported the users
to the desired section using a single shortcut based on these
semantic labels; as a result, they saw performance of screen
reader users rise signifcantly. Islam et al. [24] used linguistic and visual features to segment web content into semantic
parts. A pilot study showed such segmentation helped the
user navigate quickly and skip irrelevant content. Semantic
segmentation of web content allows clutter-free access, at the
same time reducing the user’s cognitive load.
Our work builds on these prior systems by employing elements
of summarization and semantic segmentation to allow people
to quickly understand how search results are distributed over
verticals (e.g., web results, news, videos, shopping, etc.)
Virtual Assistant Use by People Who Are Blind

A number of recent studies have explored user behaviors with
VAs among the general population [29, 30], as well as elderly
users, children, and, in particular, people with disabilities [17,
49, 2, 36, 50]. Voice assistants, and more generally voice

interfaces, can be a vital productivity tool for blind users [7].
Abdolrahmani et al. [2] explored how this population uses
voice assistants, as well as the main concerns and error scenarios they encounter. They found that VAs can enable blind
users to easily make use of third party apps and smart home
devices that otherwise would cause problems, but that VAs
sometimes return suboptimal answers (either too verbose or
too limited), and that there are privacy concerns around using
VAs in public. Further, they found that VAs and screen readers
can interfere with each other, complicating interactions (e.g.,
the screen reader can trigger a VA by reading a wake word
that appears on the screen, or both may start speaking at the
same time). Pradhan et al. [36] analyzed Amazon reviews
of VAs purchased by people with disabilities and conducted
semi-structured interviews with blind VA users. Their fndings
were similar to those of Abdolrahmani et al. [2], providing
further evidence of the utility of VAs for people with visual
impairments.
Our survey lends further support to fndings regarding the
use of VAs by people who are blind, and adds new information specifcally about search tasks and around users’ mental
models regarding the roles of screen readers versus VAs.
Voice-controlled Screen Readers

Prior work has also explored the use of voice commands to control screen reader actions. Zhong et al. [51] created JustSpeak
– a solution for voice control of an Android OS. JustSpeak
accepts user voice input, interprets it in the context of metadata available on the screen, tries to identify the requested
action, and fnally executes this action. The authors outline
potential benefts of JustSpeak for blind and sighted users.
Ahok et al. [6] implemented CaptiSpeak – a voice-enabled
screen reader that is able to recognize commands like “click
<name> link,” “fnd <name> button,” etc. Twenty participants
with visual impairments used CaptiSpeak for the task of online shopping, flling out a university admissions form, fnding
an ad on Craigslist, and sending an email. CaptiSpeak was
found to be more effcient than a regular screen reader. Both
JustSpeak and CaptiSpeak reduce the number of user actions
needed to accomplish a task by building voice interaction into
a screen reader. In this paper we investigate a complementary
approach, which adds screen-reader-inspired capabilities to
VAs, rather than adding voice control to screen readers.
Voice Queries and Conversational Search

Finally, prior research has explored voice-based information
retrieval systems. For example, Guy [23] investigated how
voice search queries differ from text queries across multiple
dimensions, including context, intent, and the type of returned
results. Trippas et al. [45, 44] studied user behaviour during
conversational voice search for tasks with differing complexity. In their other work, Trippas et al. [46] studied audio and
text representation of web search results, and found that users
prefer longer summaries for text representation, while preferences for audio representation varied depending on the task.
Radlinski et al. [38] proposed a theoretical model for a conversational search system. They outlined possible scenarios
and the desired system behavior for producing answers in a
natural and effcient manner. This research activity shows

that voice-based web search and browsing is not aimed exclusively at people who are blind, but is also of interest to a wider
population.
In summary, past research has characterized the challenges
people face when browsing the web with screen readers, and
has sought to improve these accessibility tools through advances in semantic segmentation, summarization, and voice
control. At the same time, VAs have emerged as a popular tool
for audio-based access to online information, and, though marketed to a general audience, confer a number of accessibility
and convenience advantages to blind users. Our work explores
augmenting a VA interaction model with functionality inspired
by screen readers. In so doing, we hope to broaden the range
of online content that can be accessed from virtual assistants
– especially among people who are already skilled at using
screen readers on other devices.
ONLINE SURVEY

To better understand the problem space of non-visual web
search, we designed an online survey addressing our frst research question: What challenges do blind people face when
(a) seeking information using a search engine and a screenreader versus (b) when using a voice assistant?
Survey Design and Methodology

The survey consisted of 40 questions spanning fve categories:
general demographics, use of screen readers for accessing
information in a web browser, use of virtual assistants for
retrieving online information, comparisons of screen readers
to virtual assistants for information seeking tasks, and possible future integration scenarios (e.g., voice-enabled screen
readers). The survey questions are included as supplementary
material accompanying this paper. When asking about the use
of screen readers and virtual assistants, the survey employed
a recent critical incident approach [19], in which we asked
participants to think of recent occasions they had engaged in
web search using each of these technologies. We then asked
them to describe these search episodes, and to use them as
anchor points to concretely frame refections on strengths and
challenges of each technology.
We recruited adults living in the U.S. who are legally blind
and who use both screen readers and voice assistants. We used
the services of an organization that specializes in recruiting
people with various disabilities for online surveys, interviews,
and remote studies. While we designed the online questionnaire to be accessible with most popular web browser/screen
reader combinations, the partner organization worked with
participants directly to ensure that content was accessible to
each individual. In some cases, this included enabling respondents to complete the questionnaire by telephone. The survey
took an average of 49 minutes to complete, and participants
were compensated $50 for their time. The survey received an
approval from our organization’s ethics board.
A total of 53 people were invited to complete the survey. Since
the recruiting agency was diligent in following up with respondents, there were no dropouts. The survey included numerous

open-ended questions. Though answer lengths varied, the median word count for open-ended questions was 18 words (IQR
= 19.5).

searching the internet were touchscreen smartphones (45 people) and laptops (41 people), as well as touchscreen tablets
(23 people) and desktop computers (23 people).

Two researchers iteratively analyzed the open-ended responses using techniques for open coding and affnity diagramming [28] to identify themes.

Respondents also reported avid use of voice assistant technology. When asked how often they used voice assistants to
fnd answers and information online, over half (29) reported
using VAs multiple times a day, 7 said once a day, 11 said
multiple times a week, and 6 said once a week or less often. VAs were accessed from a variety of devices including:
smartphones (53p, 100%), smart speakers (34p, 64%), tablets
(18p, 33.9%), laptops (15p, 28.3%), smart TVs (13p, 24.5%),
smartwatches (7p, 13.3%), and desktop computers (5p, 9.4%).
The most popular assistant used on a smartphone was Siri
(used by 51 people), followed by Google Assistant (23 people)
and Alexa (18 people). Fewer people used assistants on a
tablet, but a similar pattern emerged, with Siri the most popular (18p), followed by Alexa and Google Assistant (8 people
each). Amazon Echo was the most popular smart speaker
among our respondents (29p), followed by Google Home (14
people) and Apple Home Pod (1p). The most popular assistant
on laptops and desktops was Cortana (17p), followed by Siri
(8p). Siri and Alexa were the most popular assistants on smart
TVs (the Apple TV and Amazon Fire TV, respectively).

Participants

A total of 53 respondents completed the survey (28 female,
25 male). Participants were diverse in age, education level,
and employment status. Ages were distributed as follows: 1824 (9.4%), 25-34 (32%), 35-44 (22.6%), 45-54 (16.9%), 5564 (11.3%), 65-74 (7.5%). Participants’ highest level of education was: some high school, no diploma (1.8%), high school
or GED (7.5%), some college, no diploma (32%), associate
degree (13.2%), bachelor’s degree (22.6%), some graduate
school, no diploma (1.8%), graduate degree (20.7%). Occupation statuses were: employed full-time (39.6%), employed
part-time (13.2%), part-time students (7.5%), full time student (11.3%), not currently employed (18.8%), retired (5.6%),
not able to work due to disability (5.6%).
All participants reported being legally blind, and most had
experienced visual disability for a prolonged period of time
(µ = 31.6 years, σ = 17 years). As such, all but three respondents reported having more than three years of experience
with screen reader technology. Likewise, most of the participants were early adopters of voice assistant technology. 35
respondents (66%) reported having more than three years of
experience with such systems. Of the remaining respondents,
17 (32%) had between one and three years of experience, and
only one (2%) reported being new to VA technology (i.e.,
having less than one year of experience).
More generally, our respondents were active users of technology. 40 participants (75%) reported using three or more
devices on an average day including: touchscreen smartphones
(53 people; 100%), laptops (46 people; 87%), tablets (29 people; 55%), desktop computers (27 people; 51%), smart TVs
(21 people; 40%) and smartwatches (11 people; 21%).
Findings

We found that respondents made frequent and extensive use
of both virtual assistants and screen-reader-equipped web
browsers to search for information online, but both methods
had shortcomings. Moreover, we found that transitioning between VAs and browsers introduces its own set of challenges
and opportunities for future integration. In this section we
frst detail broad patterns of use, then present specifc themes
around the technologies’ advantages and challenges.
General Patterns of Use
Most of the respondents were active searchers: when asked
how often they searched for answers or information online
using a web browser and screen reader, 41 people said multiple times a day (77.3%), 9 searched multiple times a week
(16.9%), 2 only once a day (3.7%), and 1 only searched multiple times a month (1.8%). The most popular devices for

In sum, respondents made frequent and extensive use of both
virtual assistants and screen-reader-equipped web browsers
to search for information online. In open-ended responses,
respondents also provided important insights into the tradeoffs of each technology. Each trade-off is codifed by a theme
below.
Theme 1: Brevity vs. Detail
The amount of information provided by voice assistants can
differ substantially from that returned by a search engine. VAs
provide a single answer that is suitable for simple question
answering, but less suited for exploratory search tasks [48].
This dualism clearly emerged in our data. 27 respondents
noted that VAs provide a direct answer with minimal effort
(P12: “The assistant will read out information to me and all I
have had to do is ask”, P45: “[VAs] are to the point and quick
to respond”, P40: “when you ask Siri or Cortana, they just
read the answer for you if they can, right off.”). On the other
hand, 27 respondents complained that VAs provide limited
insight. For example, P24 noted: “a virtual assistant will
only give you one or two choices, and if one of the choices
isn’t the answer you are seeking, it’s hard to fnd any other
information”. Likewise, P37 explained: “you just get one
answer and sometimes it’s not even the one you were looking
for”. A similar sentiment was expressed by P30: “a lot of
times, a virtual assistant typically uses one or two sources in
order to fnd the information requested, rather than the entire
web”.
In contrast, 20 respondents thought that search engines were
advantageous in that they allow the user to review a number
of different sources, triage the search results, and access more
details if needed (P9: “information can be gathered and compared across multiple sources”, P46: “you can study detailed
information more thoroughly”). But, those details come at
a price – using a screen reader a user has to cut through the

clutter on web pages before getting to the main content – a
sentiment shared by 8 respondents (P18: “you don’t get the information directly but instead have to sometimes hunt through
lots of clutter on a web page to fnd what you are looking for”,
P19: “the information I am seeking gets obfuscated within
the overall web design of the Google search experience. Yelp,
Google, or other information sites can be over designed or
poorly designed while not taking any of the WCAG standards
into consideration”).
Theme 2: Granularity of Control vs. Ease of Use
Our survey participants widely recognized (22 people) that
VAs were a convenient tool for performing simple tasks, but
greater control was needed for in-depth exploration (P38:
“They are good for specifc, very tailored tasks.”). This trade-off
in control, between VAs and screen-reader-equipped browsers,
was apparent at all stages of performing a search: query formulation (P30: “[with VAs] you have to be more exact and
precise as to the type of information you are seeking.”), results navigation (P22: “[with screen readers] I can navigate
through [results] as I wish”), and information extraction and
reuse (P51: “If I use a screen reader for web searching I can
bookmark the page and return to it later. I cannot do it with
a virtual assistant.”) In regards to the latter stage, eight participants noted that information found using a VA does not
persist – it vanishes as soon as it is spoken (P47: “With a virtual assistant, I don’t know of a way to save the info for future
release. It doesn’t seem effcient for taking notes.”). Additionally, sharing information with third party apps is impossible
to achieve using a VA (P47: “[with the screen reader] I can
copy and paste the info into a Word document and save it for
future use.”).
Additionally, 15 respondents reported that screen readers are
advantageous in that they provide a greater number of navigation modes, each operating at different granularities (P24: “It’s
easier to scan the headings with a screen reader when searching the web”, P31: “one is able to navigate through available
results much faster than is possible with virtual assistants.”,
P40: “With something like Siri and Cortana you <...> have
to listen very carefully because they won’t go back and repeat
unless you ask the question again, or use VoiceOver or Jaws
to reread things.”) Likewise, users can customize multiple
settings (speech rate, pitch) to ft their preferences – a functionality not yet available in voice assistants (P29: “sometimes you
can get what you need quicker by going down a web page [with
a screen reader], rather then waiting for the assistant to fnish
speaking”). While the issue of VAs’ fxed playback speed was
only mentioned by one participant, previous research suggests
it may be a more common concern [2].
The increased dexterity of screen readers comes at a price
of having to memorize many keyboard commands or touch
gestures, whereas VAs require minimal to no training (P38:
“[with VAs] you don’t have to remember to use multiple screen
reader keyboard commands”). This specifc trade-off was
mentioned by three participants.
Theme 3: Text vs. Voice
According to 24 of our respondents, speaking a query is often
faster than typing it (P9: “typing questions can take more

time”), less effortful (P32: “It is easier to dictate a question
rather than type it.”), and can help avoid spelling mistakes
(P53: “You do not know how to spell everything”). That said,
speech recognition errors are a major problem (mentioned
by 39 respondents) and can cancel out the benefts of voice
input (P48: “I can type exactly what I want to search for
and don’t have to edit if I’m heard incorrectly by the virtual
assistant.”) and even lead to inaccurate results (P23: Virtual
assistant often ‘mishears‘ what I am trying to say. The results
usually make no sense.) Especially prone to misrecognition
are queries containing “non-English words, odd spellings, or
homophones” (P19). Environmental conditions can create
additional obstacles for voice input and output (P3:“it [voice
interaction] is nearly impossible in a noisy environment, such
as a crowded restaurant. Even when out in public in a quiet
environment, the interaction may be distracting to others.”).
Environmental limitations of voice assistant interaction were
pointed out by six of our respondents and have also surfaced
as a user concern in prior work for phone-based [18] and
smart-speaker-based assistants [2].
Theme 4: Portability vs. Agility
Assistants are either portable – such as Siri on an iPhone
(P46:“Its in your pocket practically all the time”), or are
always ready to use – like smart speakers (P15: “I can be on
my computer doing an assignment and ask Alexa”). On the
other hand, to use a screen reader one needs to spend time
setting up the environment before performing the search (P37:
“It takes more time to go to the computer and fnd the browser
and type it in and surf there with the results”). This fact was
noted by 20 respondents.
Eight respondents also emphasized the hands-free nature of interaction with VAs as an opportunity for physical multitasking
(P33: “[VAs are] especially helpful if I have my hands dirty
or messy while cooking”, P45: “using [VAs] without having
to touch anything is awesome.”).
Theme 5: Incidental vs. Intentional Accessibility
One of the major obstacles for screen reader users is inaccessible content due to poor website design [13, 22] and the lack of
compliance with WCAG guidelines. Such content can be diffcult or impossible to access using screen readers (for example,
text embedded in pictures). On the other hand, the content provided by VAs is audio-based, making their content inherently
accessible through an audio channel (P38: “You don’t have to
worry about dealing with inaccessible websites.”). Such an approach “levels the playing feld, as it were (everyone searches
the same way).” (P42). The notion of accidental accessibility
of VAs was previously discussed in Pradhan et al. [36].
Theme 6: Transitioning between Modalities
Another theme worth noting is transitioning from a VA to a
screen reader. To study this part of respondents’ experience,
we used a recent critical incident approach and asked participants to describe a case when they started by asking a VA
a question, but then switched to using a search engine with
a screen reader. 39 respondents said they needed to do this
switch at some point. Reasons for switching mentioned in
participants’ incident descriptions included VAs returning a
non-relevant answer or no answer at all (14 people), VAs not

providing enough details in the answer (11), and failure of
speech recognition (5), especially when non-trivial words were
involved. When asked about the ideal scenario for a transition between a VA and a screen reader, respondents suggested
persisting VAs’ responses by sending an email, supporting
smooth transitions to continuing in-depth search with a screen
reader (P24: “A virtual assistant could give you basic information and then provide a link to view more in depth results using
a screen reader.”), and performing more in-depth voice-based
search upon a user’s request (P21: “[VA] would ask you if you
wanted more details. If you replied yes, it would open a web
page such as google and perform a search”).
VERSE

Inspired by our survey fndings and the aforementioned related
work, we created VERSE (Voice Exploration, Retrieval and
SEarch), a prototype situated at the intersection of voice-based
virtual assistants and screen readers. Importantly, VERSE
serves as a design probe, allowing us to better understand
how these technologies may be merged (RQ2), and how such
systems may impact VA-based information retrieval (RQ3). In
this section we described VERSE in detail. Later, we present
the results of a design probe study.
Overview

When using VERSE, people interact with the system primarily
through speech, in a manner similar to existing voice-based
devices such as the Amazon Alexa or Google Home Assistant.
For example, when asked a direct question, VERSE will often
respond directly with a concise answer (Figure 1a). However,
VERSE differs from existing agents in that it enables an additional set of voice commands that allow users to more deeply
engage with content. The commands are patterned on those
found in contemporary screen readers, for example, allowing
navigation over a document’s headings.
As with screen readers, VERSE addresses the need to provide
shortcuts and accelerators for common actions. To this end,
VERSE optionally allows users to perform gestures on a companion device such as a phone or smart watch (see Table 2).
For most actions, these companion devices are not strictly
necessary. However, to simplify rapid prototyping, we limited
microphone activation to gestures, rather than also allowing
activation via keyword spotting (e.g., “Hey Google”). Specifcally, microphone activation is implemented as a double-tap
gesture performed on a companion device (e.g., smartphone
or smartwatch). Although hands-free interaction can be a key
functionality for VA users [30], a physical activation is a welcomed ancillary, and at times, a preferred option [2]. There
are no technological blockers for implementing voice-only
activation in future versions of VERSE.
The following scenario illustrates VERSE’s capabilities and
user experience.
Example Usage Scenario

Alice recently overheard a conversation about the Challenger
Deep and is interested to learn more. She is sitting on a
couch, her computer is in another room, and a VERSE-enabled
speaker is on the coffee table. Alice activates VERSE and asks

“What is the Challenger Deep?”. The VERSE speaker responds
with a quick answer – similar to Alice’s other smart speakers
– but also notes that it found a number of other web pages,
Wikipedia articles, and related searches (Table 1a). Alice
decides to explore the Wikipedia articles (“Go to Wikipedia”),
and begins navigating the list of related Wikipedia entries
(“next”) before backtracking to the frst article, this time rotating the crown on her smartwatch as a shortcut to quickly issue
the previous command (Table 1b).
Alice decides that the frst Wikipedia article sounded good
after all, and asks for more details (“Tell me more”). VERSE
loads the Wikipedia article and begins reading from the introduction section (Table 1c), but Alice interrupts and asks for a
list of section titles (“Read section titles”). Upon hearing that
there is a section about the Challenger Deep’s history, Alice
asks for it by section name (“Read history”).
Finally, Alice wonders if there may be other useful resources
beyond Wikipedia, and decides to return to the search results
(“Go to web results”). As before, Alice rotates the crown on
her smart watch to quickly scroll through the results. Alice
identifes an interesting webpage from the list VERSE reads
out to her, and decides to explore it more deeply on her phone
(“Send this to my phone”); the chosen web page opens on
her iPhone (Table 1d), where Alice can navigate it using the
phone’s screen reader.
VERSE Design Elements

The design of VERSE was informed by the themes that
emerged in the survey. Below we discuss how VERSE directly
addresses four of the six themes. The remaining two themes –
Text vs. Voice, and Protability vs. Agility – are not directly
relevant to VERSE’s current focus on smart-speaker-based
voice interaction.
VERSE: Brevity vs. Detail

The design of VERSE addresses Theme 1 by providing users
with an instant concise answer (in a manner similar to VAs)
as well as an opportunity to explore multiple sources returned
by a web search engine (breadth), and then to engage with
individual content items and web sources (depth).
With respect to breadth, VERSE leverages the Bing.com
search API7 to collect results across numerous search verticals:
web pages, facts, entities, dictionary defnitions, Wikipedia articles, news stories, images, videos, and related search queries.
If facts, entities, or defnitions are present, VERSE reads them
out similar to existing VAs, then follows by summarizing the
results available in other verticals (Table 1a).
With respect to depth, VERSE allows voice- and gesture-based
navigation of Wikipedia articles. We chose Wikipedia as it
has rich data, is often included among the top results, and has
a consistent page structure that facilitates semantic navigation.
When a desired Wikipedia article is selected, the user can say
“tell me more,” or perform an alternative gesture (Table 2) to
get a quick summary of the article (e.g., the number of sections
and words), then hear narration of the frst section. At any
7 https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/
cognitive-services/bing-web-search-api/

Alice: (activation) What is the Challenger Deep?
VERSE: The Challenger Deep is the deepest known point
in the Earth’s seabed hydrosphere. With the depth 10898
to 10916m by direct measurements from submersibles and
slightly more by sonar bathymetry. I also found 2 entities, 9 web pages, 8 related search queries, 10 videos, 10
Wikipedia articles.
(a) Initial search

Alice: (activation) Go to Wikipedia.
VERSE: I found 10 Wikipedia articles. The frst one is
Challenger Deep, Wikipedia. The Challenger Deep is the...
Alice: (activation) next article
VERSE: Article 2. Deepsea Challenger, Wikipedia. Deep
Sea Challenger, DCV1, is 7.3 metre, 24 feet...
Alice: (rotate smartwatch crown to return to previous element)
VERSE: Article 1. Challenger Deep, Wikipedia. The
Challenger Deep is the deepest ...
(b) Results navigation

Alice: (activation) Tell me more.
VERSE: I parsed the Wikipedia article called Challenger
Deep. It has 16 sections and 3127 words. Here’s the frst
section. Introduction. The Challenger Deep is the deepest...
Alice: (activation) Read section titles.

time, the user can ask for an overview of the article’s sections
(“read section titles,”), and can ask for a given section by
name (“read <section name>”). This interaction is illustrated
in Table 1c.
VERSE: Granularity vs. Ease of Use

To address Theme 2 from the survey fndings, VERSE allows
users a quick and easy way to navigate between search results
using either voice commands or touch gestures. By saying
“next” or “previous,” the user is able to move on to the next
element in the selected search vertical (Table 1b). A similar
effect is achieved by swiping right and left on a companion
device (Table 2). These gestures mirror those used by screen
readers on popular smart phones.
To switch between different search verticals, a user can say “go
to <search source>” (e.g., “Go to Wikipedia.”). VERSE will
respond with the number of elements found in the new vertical
and start reading the frst element (Table 1b). Alternatively,
the user can swipe up or down to move along the available
search verticals.
Finally, when exploring Wikipedia articles, VERSE also supports screen-reader-inspired navigation modes (by headings,
sentences, paragraphs, and words). The navigation mode then
impacts the granularity of navigation commands and gestures,
such as “next” and “previous”. Without loss of generality, one
can switch modes by saying “navigate by headings”, or can
swipe up or down on a companion device to iterate between
modes – again, these gestures are familiar to people who use
screen readers on mobile devices.
VERSE: Incidental vs Intentional Accessibility

Alice: (activation) Go to web results.

VERSE addresses Theme 5 by submitting user queries, and
retrieving results via the Bing.com search API. This allowed us
to design a truly audio-frst experience consistent with existing
VAs, rather than attempting to convert visual web content to
auditory format. Likewise, our treatment of Wikipedia allows
VERSE to focus on the article’s main content rather than on
visual elements. This behaviour is consistent with the concept
of semantic segmentation [24]. It also mirrors the style of
the brief summaries narrated by existing virtual assistants,
but allows convenient and effcient access to the entire article
content.

VERSE: I found 9 web pages. The frst one is Challenger
Deep, Wikipedia.

VERSE: Transitioning between Modalities

Verse: Introduction. Section 1: History of depth mapping
from the surface. Section 2: Descents. Section 2.1...
Alice: (activation) Read History.
VERSE: Okay, here’s the section number 1, titled History
of depth mapping from the surface. Over many years, the
search for the point of maximum depth...
(c) Wikipedia exploration

Alice: (rotates smartwatch crown to advance to next result)
VERSE: Page 2. Deepest ocean Challenger Deep, Extreme
Science. Challenger Deep got its name from...
Alice:(activation) Send this to my phone.
VERSE: Opening this link in your phone app. (Web page
opens within VERSE app)
Alice: (uses VoiceOver gestures to navigate on the page)
(d) Transition between modalities

Table 1: Example usage scenario

Finally, VERSE addresses Theme 6 by giving users an opportunity to seamlessly transition between voice-based interaction
and a more traditional screen-reader-equipped web browser. If
the user requests an in-depth exploration of a web resource that
is not Wikipedia, VERSE will open its url within the VERSE
phone application. The user can then explore the web page
using the device’s screen reader. From this point onward, all
gestures are routed to the default screen-reader until a “scrub”
gesture is performed8 or a new voice query is issued. Gesture
parity between VERSE and popular screen readers ensures a
smooth transition. This interaction is illustrated in Table 1d.
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standard VoiceOver gesture for “go back”.

Table 2: Mapping of voice commands and corresponding gestures in VERSE
Voice commands
(Activation gesture)
"Cancel"
"Go to <source>"
"Next"/"Previous"

Phone gestures
Double tap with two fngers
One tap with two fngers
Up/down swipe
Right/left swipe

"Tell me more"

Double tap with one fnger

DESIGN PROBE

After developing the initial prototype and receiving an approval from our ethics board, we invited 12 blind screen reader
users to use VERSE, and to provide feedback pertaining to our
second and third research questions. In the following sections
we detail the procedure, describe the participants, then present
participant feedback.
Procedure

Participants completed consent forms, provided demographic
information, then listened to a scripted tutorial of VERSE’s
voice commands and gestures. Each participant was asked
to use VERSE to complete two search tasks, and to think
aloud as they engaged with the system. One of the tasks was
pre-specifed and the same for all participants; specifcally,
participants were asked to fnd two or three uses for recycled
car tires. This task has previously been used in investigations
of conversational speech-only search systems [45], is characterized as being of intermediate cognitive complexity, and
occupies the “Understanding” tier of Krathwohl’s Taxonomy
of Learning Objectives [5]. Completing the task requires consulting multiple sources or documents, [8], and is thus diffcult
to perform with contemporary VAs. In a second task, participants were asked to express their own information need by
searching for a topic of personal interest. Half the participants
began with the fxed task, and half began with their own task.
Each task had a time limit of 10 minutes.
This design was not meant to formally compare search outcomes on tasks of different diffculties – indeed, we had no
control over the diffculty of self-generated tasks. Rather, the
fxed task ensured that we observed a variety of strategies
for a moderately complex information need, whereas the selfgenerated task ensured that we observed a variety of information needs for which we had no advance knowledge. Together,
this provided a varied set of experiences with the system that
would provoke interesting opportunities for observation and
comment.
Regardless of task order, the frst search session required participants to use a smart phone for gesture input, while the
second session used a smart watch. This order of introduction
refects anticipated real-world use where phones would be the
primary controller, with watches an optional alternative.
Throughout the tasks, participants were encouraged to think
aloud. Following the completion of both tasks, participants completed the System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire [16]. Finally, the interviewer conducted an exit interview,

Watch gesture
Double tap with one fnger
One tap with one fnger
Up/down swipe
Right/left swipe or rotate digital crown
n/a

Action
VERSE opens mic
Stop voice output
Previous/next search source
Next/previous element
Provide details if available or
open link in the phone app

prompting participants to provide open-ended feedback and
suggestions. Participants’ comments during the study, and
their responses to the interview questions, were transcribed
and analyzed by two researchers using a variation of open
coding and affnity diagramming [28].
Participants

We recruited 12 blind screen reader users (4 female, 8 male)
through a mailing list in the local community. Participants
were reimbursed $50 for their time. We also offset their transportation costs to our laboratory by up to $50. The study lasted
about an hour.
Participants’ average age was 36.6 years old (σ = 13.8 years).
Seven reported being totally blind and fve were legally blind
but had some residual vision. Ten participants had their vision
level since birth, and two reported having reduced vision for
15 or more years. Participants had an average of 18.5 years of
experience with screen readers (σ = 7.6 years), and 5.7 years
of experience with VAs (σ = 2.5 years). For comparison, at
the time that the study was conducted, Apple’s Siri VA had
been available on the market for 6.9 years, suggesting that our
participants were indeed early adopters of this technology.
SYSTEM USABILITY

All participants successfully completed the fxed search task,
which required that they identify at least two uses of used car
tires. Though it was diffcult to apply a common measure
of completeness or correctness for user-chosen queries, we
report that participants indicated satisfaction with VERSE’s
performance, as is refected in open-ended feedback, and in
responses to items on the System Usability Scale.
VERSE received a mean score of 71.0 (σ = 15.5) on the System Usability Scale. To aid in interpretation, we note this
score falls slightly above the average score of 68, reported in
[41], and just below the score of 71.4, which serves as the
boundary separating systems with “Ok” usability from those
with “Good” usability, according to the adjective rating scale
developed by Bangor et al. in [9]. Breaking out individual
items, we found that most participants found VERSE to be
“easy to use” (median: 4, on a 5-point Likert scale), and its
features were “well integrated” (median: 3.5). Likewise, participants “felt very confdent using the system“ (median: 4),
and reported that they would “use the product frequently” (median: 4). These results suggest that the VERSE prototype
reached a suffcient quality to serve as a design probe, and to
ground meaningful discussions of VERSE’s capabilities.

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK

Participants commented on VERSE throughout use, and answered questions about the prototype in an exit interview.
Here, participants’ feedback was generally positive, and
largely aligned with responses to SUS items, described above.
For instance, participants reported that the system was easy
to learn, given prior experience with screen readers (“if we’re
talking about screen reader users, they kind of know what they
are doing, I think it would be fairly easy,” P4). In this capacity,
VERSE’s gesture accelerators were especially familiar (“the
touch experience doesn’t feel that different from VoiceOver
(...) I think I would have probably fgured them out on my own,”
P3; “[Y]ou’re just using the same gestures as VoiceOver, and
that, in itself, is comprehensive.,” P5).
Participants also found that VERSE extended VAs in meaningful ways, increasing both the depth and breadth of exploration.
For instance, P4 reported:
“The information it gives is quite a bit more in-depth. [...]
There was one time I asked Siri something about Easter
eggs. Siri said ‘I found this Wikipedia article, do you want
me to read it to you?’ [...] It only read the introduction
and then stopped, and I think [VERSE] could come in so
that you can read whole sections.”
Likewise, P7 reported:
“[VERSE] gives you a lot more search options like web
pages, or Wikipedia. Even though the smart speaker I use
[Echo] has some ability to read [Wikipedia], I can’t get
back and forth by section and skip around. In that way, it’s
an improvement. I like it.”’
However, participants were more mixed about how VERSE
compared to traditional screen readers. For instance, P7 noted
“screen readers are a lot more powerful”, whereas P6 noted “I
like it better than desktop screen readers, but I would probably
prefer phone screen readers.” VERSE was never intended to
replace screen readers, and was instead focused on extending
the web search and retrieval capabilities of VAs with screenreader-inspired functionality. This point was immediately
recognized by P5, who noted:
“I think [VERSE and Screen Readers] are fundamentally
different. There’s just no way to compare them. Screen
readers aren’t for searching for stuff, they are about giving
you control.”
Restricted to the domain of web search and retrieval, VERSE
was found to confer numerous advantages. P10 commented
that, compared to accessing web search with a screen reader,
VERSE was “Much better. This gives you much more structure.” P3 elaborated further:
“Most screen readers and search engines do use headings,
[...] but it’s hard to switch [search verticals]. This is
different and kind of interesting. It seems to put you at a
higher level.”
This sentiment was echoed by P5, who explained:
“One thing that immediately caught my eye was that different forms of data were being pulled together. When you go

to Google and you type in a search you just get a stream of
responses. [VERSE] gathers the relevant stuff and groups
it in different ways. I really did like that.”
Additionally, participants expressed a strong interest in voice,
often preferring it to gestural interaction. For instance, P8
stated “Just using voice would be fne with me.”, while P7
noted:
“I preferred voice integration. There were times where it’s
just going to be faster to use my fnger to fnd it, but mostly
[I preferred] voice.”
Other participants offered more nuanced perspectives, noting
that gestures were advantageous for high-frequency navigation
commands. (“I liked being able to use the gestures. [With
voice] it would have been ‘next section’, ‘next section.’ ”, P6;
“I liked the gestures. I will spend more time with gesture, but
getting this thing started with voice is beautiful.”, P9).
Nevertheless, participants reported concerns that voice commands were diffcult to remember (e.g., “I didn’t fnd the
system complicated. I’d say the most complicated part is the
memorization of [...] the voice commands.”, P3). To this end,
participants expressed a strong desire for improvements to
conversation and document understanding. For instance, P3
expressed “I should just have the ability to use [a] more natural voice like I’m having a conversation with you.” Likewise,
P5 explained:
“I’m most passionate about the whole language understanding part, where I [would like] to say ‘read the paragraph that talks about this person’s work’ and it should
understand.”
Recent results in machine reading comprehension and question
answering [34] may provide a means of delivering on this
promise; this remains an important area for future work.
Finally, all 12 participants preferred using the phone over the
watch. Several factors contributed to this preference including:
the limited input space of the watch (“I’ve got fat fngers
[...] and on that device feels very cumbersome”, P9), a powersaving feature that caused the screen to occasionally lose focus
(“It was a little annoying [when] I lost focus on the touch
part of the screen”, P3), and latency incurred by the watch’s
aggressive powering-down of wireless radios (“The watch
wasn’t bad, but it lagged a little. That was my chief complaint.”
P7).
In sum, participants were generally positive about the VERSE
prototype, and expressed interest in its continued development
or public release. The design probe further revealed that participants were especially positive about voice interaction, and the
expanded access to web content afforded by VERSE. While
we hypothesized that watch-based interaction would be an
asset (given that watches are always on hand), their appeal is
diminished by the limitations of current form factors and hardware. Conversely, extending the conversation and document
understanding capabilities of VERSE is a desirable avenue for
future work.

DISCUSSION

Three over-arching questions motivated this research: What
challenges do blind people face when seeking information
via a web browser or voice assistant? How might voice assistants and screen readers be merged? And, how do blind
web searchers feel about such hybrid systems? We addressed
each question in turn by: conducting an online survey with 53
blind web searchers, developing a prototype system that adds
screen-reader-inspired capabilities to a VA, and then collecting
feedback from 12 blind screen reader users.
From the survey, we found that screen readers and VAs present
a series of trade offs spanning dimensions of brevity, control,
input modality, agility, incidental accessibility, and paradigm
transitions. We found that transitions between the technologies can be especially costly. In the prototype, we worked to
eliminate these trade offs and costs, by adding screen readerinspired capabilities to a VA. An alternative approach would
have been to augment a screen reader with voice and conversational controls, which, as noted earlier, has been explored in
prior literature [6, 51]. We opted for the former since VAs are
an emerging technology that open a new point in the design
space, while also avoiding challenges with legacy bias [32].
For example, VERSE redefnes search results pages by adding
summaries, and by mapping screen reader navigation modes
to search verticals. These features were received positively
by design probe participants. In the future, we hope to run
a controlled lab study comparing VERSE to screen readers
(or VAs), to determine if participants’ stated preferences are
refected in measurable reductions in task performance time
or other performance metrics. Additionally, coexistence and
complementary nature of VAs and screen readers bring up
new research questions raised by our survey fndings such
as whether these two technologies should remain separate,
be merged into a single technology, or be more carefully codesigned for compatibility.
We used a survey as a data collection tool to inform the design
of VERSE. We recognize that there are many ways for collecting high-quality qualitative feedback, including interviews
and contextual inquiries. In this work, we opted to collect such
data using a “recent critical incident” approach [19], paired
with open-ended survey questions, which provided us with
rich data and allowed us to reach a large and geographically
diverse audience.
We also recognize that contemporary VAs are often co-resident
with other applications and software on computers or smart
phones, and are used for tasks beyond web search and retrieval.
In these settings, a similar set of VA limitations are likely to
arise. For example, a VA might read recent messages, or
help compose an email, but is unlikely to provide granular
navigation of one’s inbox folders. Generalizing VERSE to
scenarios beyond web search is an exciting area of future
research.
Likewise, we recognize that other user communities may also
beneft from VERSE. For instance, sighted users may wish
to have expanded voice access to web content when they are
driving, cooking, or otherwise engaged in a task where visual
attention is required – especially if VERSE were enriched with

the document and conversation understanding capabilities discussed earlier. VERSE may also beneft other populations with
print disabilities, such as people with dyslexia, who also have
challenges using mainstream search tools [33]. Furthermore,
all our survey participants were based in the U.S. Understanding the voice search needs of people from other regions [11,
37] is a valuable area of future work.
Finally, rather than accessing raw HTML, VERSE leverages
APIs for Bing and Wikipedia to provide an audio-frst experience. This is similar to other smart speaker software applications known as “skills.” For general web pages, VERSE
encounters the same challenges with inaccessible content as
traditional screen readers. Given the broad appeal of smart
speakers, it is possible that experiences such as VERSE could
motivate web developers to consider how their content would
be accessed through audio channels. For example, a recent
proposal9 demonstrates how web developers can tag content
with Schema.org’s speakable HTML attribute to help direct
the Google Assistant to the parts of an article that can be read
aloud. We are excited to explore a future where web developers consider smart speakers and audio devices as just one more
point on the responsive design spectrum10 , thereby improving
accessibility for everyone.
CONCLUSION

We have investigated the challenges that people who are blind
experience when searching for information online using screen
readers and voice assistants. To identify the gaps and opportunities for improvement, we ran an online survey with 53 screen
reader and voice assistant users. Based on the fndings from
the survey, we created VERSE – a system prototype for nonvisual web search and browsing. Design of VERSE combines
the advantages of both screen readers and voice assistants, and
allows voice-based as well as gesture-based interaction. We
reported an design probe study of VERSE with twelve blind
participants, and presented clear directions for future work for
non-visual web access systems.
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